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"Philosophy Here and Now: Powerful Ideas in Everyday Life, Fourth Edition, is a
topically organized hybrid text/reader that helps students understand, appreciate,
and even do philosophy. The book emphasizes philosophical writing, reinforced
with step by step coaching in how to write argumentative essays and supported
by multiple opportunities to hone critical thinking. It shows students how
philosophy applies to their own lives and brings the subject to life with engaging
chapter ending literary selections, abundant illustrations, and a wealth of
pedagogical features"-Edited by a team of four leading philosophers, The Norton Introduction to
Philosophy introduces students to contemporary perspectives on major
philosophical issues and questions. This text features an impressive array of
readings, including 25 specially-commissioned essays by prominent
philosophers. A student-friendly presentation, a handy format, and a low price
make The Norton Introduction to Philosophy as accessible and affordable as it is
up-to-date.
The role and value of science within sport increases with ever greater
professionalization and commercialization. Scientific and technological
innovations are devised to increase performance, ensure greater accuracy of
measurement and officiating, reduce risks of harm, enhance spectatorship, and
raise revenues. However, such innovations inevitably come up against
epistemological and metaphysical problems related to the nature of sport and
physical competition. This Special Issue identifies and explores key and
contemporary philosophical issues in relation to the science of sport and
exercise. It is divided into three sections: 1. Scientific evidence, causation, and
sport; 2. Science technology and sport officiating; and 3. Scientific influences on
the construction of sport. It brings together scholars working on philosophical
problems in sport to examine issues related to the values and assumptions
behind sport and exercise science and key problems resulting from these and to
provide recommendations for improving its practice.
This anthology features essays and book excerpts on technology and values
written by preeminent figures in the field from the early 20th century to the
present. It offers an in-depth range of readings on important applied issues in
technology as well. Useful in addressing questions on philosophy, sociology, and
theory of technology Includes wide-ranging coverage on metaphysics, ethics, and
politics, as well as issues relating to gender, biotechnology, everyday artifacts,
and architecture A good supplemental text for courses on moral or political
problems in which contemporary technology is a unit of focus An accessible and
thought-provoking book for beginning and advanced undergraduates; yet also a
helpful resource for graduate students and academics
Living Philosophy, Third Edition, is a historically organized, introductory hybrid
text/reader that guides students through the story of philosophical thought from
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the Pre-Socratics to the present, providing cultural and intellectual background
and explaining why key issues and arguments remain important and relevant
today. Featuring an exceptionally clear and accessible writing style, this unique
volume brings philosophy to life with well-chosen excerpts from philosophers'
works, abundant in-text learning aids, and compelling color photos and
illustrations.
This book is designed to explain the technical ideas that are taken for granted in
much contemporary philosophical writing. Notions like denumerability, modal
scope distinction, Bayesian conditionalization, and logical completeness are
usually only elucidated deep within difficult specialist texts. By offering simple
explanations that by-pass much irrelevant and boring detail, Philosophical
Devices is able to cover a wealth of material that isnormally only available to
specialists. The book contains four sections, each of three chapters. The first
section is about sets and numbers, starting with the membership relation and
ending with the generalized continuum hypothesis. The second is about
analyticity, a prioricity, and necessity. The third is about probability, outlining the
difference between objective and subjective probability and exploring aspects of
conditionalization and correlation. The fourth deals with metalogic, focusing on
the contrast between syntax andsemantics, and finishing with a sketch of Gödels
theorem. Philosophical Devices will be useful for university students who have
got past the foothills of philosophy and are starting to read more widely, but it
does not assume any prior expertise. All the issues discussed are intrinsically
interesting, and often downright fascinating. It can be read with pleasure and
profit by anybody who is curious about the technical infrastructure of
contemporary philosophy.
Now in a special gift edition, and featuring a brand new foreword by Anthony
Gottlieb, this is a dazzlingly unique exploration of the works of significant
philosophers throughout the ages and a definitive must-have title that deserves a
revered place on every bookshelf.
A brilliant and concise account of the lives and ideas of the great
philosophers—Plato, Aristotle, Bacon, Spinoza, Voltaire, Kant, Schopenhauer,
Spencer, Nietzsche, Bergson, Croce, Russell, Santayana, James, and
Dewey—The Story of Philosophy is one of the great books of our time. Few write
for the non-specialist as well as Will Durant, and this book is a splendid example
of his eminently readable scholarship. Durant’s insight and wit never cease to
dazzle; The Story of Philosophy is a key book for any reader who wishes to
survey the history and development of philosophical ideas in the Western world.
A spirited defense of the relevance of reason for an era of popular skepticism
over such matters as climate change, vaccines, and evolution. Why does reason
matter, if (as many people seem to think) in the end everything comes down to
blind faith or gut instinct? Why not just go with what you believe even if it
contradicts the evidence? Why bother with rational explanation when namecalling, manipulation, and force are so much more effective in our current cultural
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and political landscape? Michael Lynch's In Praise of Reason offers a spirited
defense of reason and rationality in an era of widespread skepticism—when, for
example, people reject scientific evidence about such matters as evolution,
climate change, and vaccines when it doesn't jibe with their beliefs and opinions.
In recent years, skepticism about the practical value of reason has emerged even
within the scientific academy. Many philosophers and psychologists claim that
the reasons we give for our most deeply held views are often little more than
rationalizations of our prior convictions. In Praise of Reason gives us a
counterargument. Although skeptical questions about reason have a deep and
interesting history, they can be answered. In particular, appeals to scientific
principles of rationality are part of the essential common currency of any civil
democratic society. The idea that everything is arbitrary—that reason has no more
weight than blind faith—undermines a key principle of a civil society: that we owe
our fellow citizens explanations for what we do. Reason matters—not just for the
noble ideal of truth, but for the everyday world in which we live.
This unique collection of essays, published together for the first time, not only
elucidates the complexity of ancient Greek thought, but also reveals Karl
Popper's engagement with Presocratic philosophy and the enlightenment he
experienced in his reading of Parmenides. As Karl Popper himself states himself
in his introduction, he was inspired to write about Presocratic philosophy for two
reasons - firstly to illustrate the thesis that all history is the history of problem
situations and secondly, to show the greatness of the early Greek philosophers,
who gave Europe its philosophy, its science and its humanism.
The Philosophical Journey: An Interactive Approach, is a text/reader which
enhances comprehension of philosophical study by allowing the reader to
ponder, explore and actively participate in the learning process. Philosophy
becomes a personal journey to students through Bill Lawhead's innovative and
unique pedagogy which delivers philosophical concepts through more digestible
chunks.
This illustrated edition of Sir Anthony Kenny's acclaimed survey ofWestern
philosophy offers the most concise and compelling story ofthe complete
development of philosophy available. Spanning 2,500 years of thought, An
Illustrated Brief History ofWestern Philosophy provides essential coverage of the
mostinfluential philosophers of the Western world, among them Socrates,Plato,
Aristotle, Jesus, Augustine, Aquinas, Machiavelli,Descartes, Hobbes, Spinoza,
Berkeley, Hume, Rousseau, Kant, Hegel,Marx, Mill, Nietzsche, Darwin, Freud,
Frege, Russell, andWittgenstein. Replete with over 60 illustrations - ranging from
Dufresnoy's TheDeath of Socrates, through to the title page of Thomas
More'sUtopia, portraits of Hobbes and Rousseau, photographs of CharlesDarwin
and Bertrand Russell, Freud's own sketch of the Ego and theId, and
Wittgenstein's Austrian military identity card - this lucidand masterful work is ideal
for anyone with an interest in Westernthought.
Highly praised for its clarity and rich exposition, this history of philosophy text
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illustrates philosophy as a process and not just a collection of opinions or
conclusions. Rather than simply reporting the positions of a given philosopher,
Lawhead's prose assists students in retracing the thinker's intellectual journey.
Students are invited to engage with each philosopher's intellectual process,
drawing connections with their own lives and cultures. Metaphors, analogies,
vivid images, concrete examples, common experiences, and diagrams
demonstrate the concrete relevance of abstract arguments and their practical
implications for contemporary society. This fourth edition of VOYAGE OF
DISCOVERY: A HISTORICAL INTRODUCTION TO PHILOSOPHY features new
historical profiles and/or works representing such philosophers as Plato, St.
Thomas Aquinas, Simone de Beauvoir, and Martha Nussbaum, among others.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.
This carefully designed, multi-authored textbook covers a broad range of
theoretical issues in cognitive science, psychology, and neuroscience. With
accessible language, a uniform structure, and many pedagogical features, Mind,
Cognition, and Neuroscience: A Philosophical Introdution is the best high-level
overview of this area for an interdisciplinary readership of students. Written
specifically for this volume by experts in their fields who are also experienced
teachers, the book's thirty chapters are organized into the following parts: I.
Background Knowledge II. Classical Debates III. Consciousness IV. Crossing
Boundaries Each chapter starts with relevant key words and definitions and a
chapter overview, then presents historical coverage of the topic, explains and
analyzes contemporary debates, and ends with a sketch of cutting edge
research. A list of suggested readings and helpful discussion topics conclude
each chapter. This uniform, student-friendly design makes it possible to teach a
cohort of both philosophy and interdisciplinary students without assuming prior
understanding of philosophical concepts, cognitive science, or neuroscience. Key
Features: Synthesizes the now decades-long explosion of scientifically informed
philosophical research in the study of mind. Expands on the offerings of other
textbooks by including chapters on language, concepts and non-conceptual
content, and animal cognition. Offers the same structure in each chapter, moving
the reader through an overview, historical coverage, contemporary debates, and
finally cutting-edge research. Packed with pedagogical features, like defined Key
Terms, Suggested Readings, and Discussion Questions for each chapter, as well
as a General Glossary. Provides readers with clear, chapter-long introductions to
Cognitive Neuroscience, Molecular and Cellular Cognition, Experimental
Methods in Cognitive Neuroscience, Philosophy of Mind, Philosophy of Science,
Metaphysical Issues, and Epistemic Issues.
"Education for Empire examines how American public schools created and
placed children on multiple and uneven paths to "good citizenship." These paths
offered varying kinds of subordination and degrees of exclusion closely tied to
race, national origin, and US imperial ambitions. Public school administrators,
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teachers, and textbook authors grappled with how to promote and share in the
potential benefits of commercial and territorial expansion, and in both territories
and states, how to apply colonial forms of governance to the young populations
they professed to prepare for varying future citizenships. The book brings
together subjects in American history usually treated separately--in particular the
formation and expansion of public schools and empire building both at home and
abroad. Temporally framed by the 1882 Chinese Exclusion and 1924 National
Origins Acts, two pivotal immigration laws deeply entangled in and telling of US
quests for empire, case studies in California, Hawaii, Georgia, New York, the
Southwest, and Puerto Rico reveal that marginalized people contested, resisted,
and blazed alternative paths to citizenship, in effect destabilizing the boundaries
that white nationalists, including many public school officials, in the United States
and other self-described "white men's countries" worked so hard to create and
maintain"--Provided by publisher.
Undoubtedly, presupposition theory is a major chapter in the success story of
dynamic semantics. This book features papers on this topic based on a
conference on "Presupposition" convened in Stuttgart in October 2000.
Highly praised by reviewers for its clarity and rich exposition, this history of
philosophy text illustrates philosophy as a process and not just a collection of
opinions or conclusions. Rather than simply giving a reporting the results of a
given philosopher, Lawhead's prose assists students in retracing the thinker's
intellectual journey that first gave rise to the ideas for which they are
remembered. In effect, the particular philosopher's deliberations become a puzzle
which students are invited to take up themselves. Lawhead uses metaphors,
analogies, vivid images, concrete examples, common experiences, and diagrams
to bring the abstract issues down to earth and show the unavoidable practical
implications and contemporary relevance of positions.
Twenty discourses from the Pali Canon--including those most essential to the
study and teaching of early Buddhism--are provided in fresh translations,
accompanied by introductions that highlight the main themes and set the ideas
presented in the context of wider philosophical and religious issues. Taken
together, these fascinating works give an account of Buddhist teachings directly
from the earliest primary sources. In his General Introduction, John J. Holder
discusses the structure and language of the Pali Canon--its importance within the
Buddhist tradition and the historical context in which it developed--and gives an
overview of the basic doctrines of early Buddhism.
This survey of the history of Western philosophy, from Thales to Augustine,
introduces the central tenets of each philosopher or school within the cultural and
historical aspect of the particular time. Topics covered include metaphysics,
ethics and politics, and Epicureanism.
The Philosophical Journey: An Interactive Approach, 3/e is a text/reader which
enhances comprehension of philosophical study by allowing the reader to
ponder, explore and actively participate in the learning process. Philosophy
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becomes a personal journey to students through Bill Lawheadâ€™s innovative
and unique pedagogy which delivers philosophical concepts through more
digestible chunks. This revised edition includes even greater enhanced
pedagogy, updated coverage of the argument for God, terrorism and political
theory, updated exercises, readings and more!
In this much needed resource, Maryellen Weimer-one of the nation's most highly
regarded authorities on effective college teaching-offers a comprehensive work
on the topic of learner-centered teaching in the college and university classroom.
As the author explains, learner-centered teaching focuses attention on what the
student is learning, how the student is learning, the conditions under which the
student is learning, whether the student is retaining and applying the learning,
and how current learning positions the student for future learning. To help
educators accomplish the goals of learner-centered teaching, this important book
presents the meaning, practice, and ramifications of the learner-centered
approach, and how this approach transforms the college classroom environment.
Learner-Centered Teaching shows how to tie teaching and curriculum to the
process and objectives of learning rather than to the content delivery alone.
Introduction to Logic combines likely the broadest scope of any logic textbook available with
clear, concise writing and interesting examples and arguments. Its key features, all retained in
the Second Edition, include: • simpler ways to test arguments than those available in
competing textbooks, including the star test for syllogisms • a wide scope of materials, making
it suitable for introductory logic courses (as the primary text) or intermediate classes (as the
primary or supplementary book) • engaging and easy-to-understand examples and arguments,
drawn from everyday life as well as from the great philosophers • a suitability for self-study and
for preparation for standardized tests, like the LSAT • a reasonable price (a third of the cost of
many competitors) • exercises that correspond to the LogiCola program, which may be
downloaded for free from the web. This Second Edition also: • arranges chapters in a more
useful way for students, starting with the easiest material and then gradually increasing in
difficulty • provides an even broader scope with new chapters on the history of logic, deviant
logic, and the philosophy of logic • expands the section on informal fallacies • includes a more
exhaustive index and a new appendix on suggested further readings • updates the LogiCola
instructional program, which is now more visually attractive as well as easier to download,
install, update, and use.
This eBook edition of "Nicomachean Ethics" has been formatted to the highest digital
standards and adjusted for readability on all devices. The Nicomachean Ethics is widely
considered one of the most important philosophical works of Western Philosophy. The theme
of the work is a Socratic question previously explored in the works of Plato, Aristotle's friend
and teacher, of how men should best live. The Nicomachean Ethics had a crucial impact upon
the European Middle Ages, becoming one of the core works of medieval philosophy. It
therefore indirectly became critical in the development of all modern philosophy as well as
European law and theology.
Students learn to critically think about philosophy. The Philosopher's Way inspires students to
think like a philosopher, helping them become more accomplished critical thinkers and develop
the analytical tools needed to think philosophically about important issues. This text features
readings from major philosophical texts and commentary to guide students in their
understanding of the topics. It is organized by questions central to the main branches of
philosophy and examines the ideas of philosophers past and present. A better teaching and
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learning experience This program will provide a better teaching and learning experience-for
you and your students. Here's how: Personalize Learning -- MySearchLab delivers proven
results in helping students succeed, provides engaging experiences that personalize learning,
and comes from a trusted partner with educational expertise and a deep commitment to
helping students and instructors achieve their goals. Improve Critical Thinking -- Critical
thinking features challenge students to go beyond their reading and explore the connections
philosophy has in their everyday lives. Engage Students -- Full-color visuals bring topics to life,
and writing examples give students a foundation for their own philosophical exploration.
Support Instructors -- MySearchLab, Instructor's Manual, Test Bank, MyTest, and PowerPoint
slides are available to be packaged with this text. Note: MySearchLab does not come
automatically packaged with this text. To purchase MySearchLab, please visit:
www.mysearchlab.com or you can purchase a ValuePack of the text + MySearchLab (at no
additional cost): ValuePack ISBN-10: 0205885888 / ValuePack ISBN-13: 9780205885886.
Explore the central issues of philosophy through an engaging combination of classic and
contemporary sources. With over seventy non-technical readings, the editors of
PHILOSOPHICAL HORIZONS have put together the easiest to follow and yet most informative
philosophy selections ever. Unlike any other introductory anthology, you can read fully
annotated masterpieces from the history of philosophy in their entirety, including Plato's
Euthyphro, Apology, and Crito, the Encheiridion of Epictetus, Descartes's Meditations,
Berkeley's Treatise, Hume's An Enquiry Concerning Human Understanding and Dialogues
Concerning Natural Religion, Kant's Groundwork, Mill's Utilitarianism, James's The Will to
Believe, and Sartre's The Humanism of Existentialism. These are juxtaposed with related work
from contemporary philosophers so that you can experience how the issues raised in these
classic works of philosophy are debated in contemporary times.
Engaging and compelling on every page, Velasquez's text helps you explore and understand
philosophy while it helps you appreciate the relevance of philosophy to your day-to-day life and
the larger social world. This trusted text combines clear prose and primary source readings to
take you on a meaningful exploration of a range of philosophical topics, such as human nature,
reality, truth, ethics, the meaning of life, diversity, and social/political philosophy. Carefully
crafted built-in learning aids help you quickly master the material and succeed in your course.
ARCHETYPES OF WISDOM, 9E uses a historical approach to bring philosophy to life through
lively narratives, engaging illustrations, and a student-friendly writing style. Using its signature
conversational prose, the textbook guides students through the lives and works of history’s
greatest philosophers, drawing from both canonical primary sources and the latest
philosophical critiques. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
A certain kind of talk is ubiquitous among both philosophers and so-called "ordinary people":
talk of one phenomenon generating or giving rise to another, or talk of one phenomenon being
based in or constructed from another. For example, your computer screen is built of atoms in a
complex configuration, and the picture on the screen is based in the local illumination of
various individual pixels. Karen Bennett calls the family of relations invoked by such talk
'building relations'. Grounding is one currently popular such relation; so too are composition,
property realization, and-controversially-causation. In chapters 2 and 3 Bennett argues that
despite their differences, building relations form an interestingly unified family, and
characterizes what all building relations have in common. In chapter 4 she argues that it's a
mistake to think there is a strict divide between causal and noncausal determination. Chapters
5 and 6 turn to the connections between building and fundamentality. Bennett argues at length
that both absolute and relative fundamentality are best understood in terms of building, and
that to say that one thing is more fundamental than another is to say no more than that certain
patterns of building obtain. In chapter 7 Bennett argues that facts about what builds what must
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be themselves built: if a builds b, there is something in virtue of which that is the case. She
also argues that the answer is a itself. Finally, in chapter 8 she defends an assumption that
runs throughout the rest of the book, namely that there indeed are nonfundamental, built
entities. Doing so involves substantive discussion about the scope of Ockham's Razor. Bennett
argues that some nonfundamentalia are among the proper subject-matter of metaphysics, and
thus that metaphysics is not best understood as the study of the fundamental nature of reality.
Is There a God? offers a powerful response to modern doubts about the existence of God. It
may seem today that the answers to all fundamental questions lie in the province of science,
and that the scientific advances of the twentieth century leave little room for God. Cosmologists
have rolled back their theories to the moment of the Big Bang, the discovery of DNA reveals
the key to life, the theory of evolution explains the development of life... and with each new
discoveryor development, it seems that we are closer to a complete understanding of how
things are. For many people, this gives strength to the belief that God is not needed to explain
the universe; that religious belief is not based on reason; and that the existence of God is,
intellectually, a lost cause.Richard Swinburne, one of the most distinguished philosophers of
religion of our day, argues that on the contrary, science provides good grounds for belief in
God. Why is there a universe at all ? Why is there any life on Earth? How is it that discoverable
scientific laws operate in the universe? Professor Swinburne uses the methods of scientific
reasoning to argue that the best answers to these questions are given by the existence of God.
The picture of the universe that science gives us iscompleted by God.This new, updated
edition of Richard Swinburne's popular introductory book Is There a God? features two
substantial changes. He presents a new, stronger argument why theism does and materialism
does not provide a very simple ultimate explanation of the world. And he examines the idea of
the possible existence of many other universes, and its relevance to his arguments from the
fine-tuning of our universe to the existence of God.
This selection consists of extracts from writings of women concerned solely with the pursuit of
abstract ideas, historically contextualized. The texts, for the most part, reflect issues widely
debated in their contemporary societies. Extracts from lesser-known writers are also included,
providing a diversity of arguments spanning four centuries and including some notable
contemporary philosophers.
Contemporary Political Theory is a foundation textbook in political thought.
Unlike a full introduction to philosophy, Mark Foreman's book is a prelude to the subject, a
prolegomenon that dispels misunderstandings and explains the rationale for engaging in
philosophical reasoning. Concise and straightforward, Prelude to Philosophy is a guide for
those looking to embark on the "examined life."
"The Value of Philosophy" is one of the most important chapters of Bertrand's Russell's
magnum Opus, The Problems of Philosophy. As a whole, Russell focuses on problems he
believes will provoke positive and constructive discussion, Russell concentrates on knowledge
rather than metaphysics: If it is uncertain that external objects exist, how can we then have
knowledge of them but by probability. There is no reason to doubt the existence of external
objects simply because of sense data.
Presents the most important of the Socratic dialogues as if it were a conversation; deals with
the creation of an ideal commonwealth and ranks as one of the earliest Utopian works.
This comprehensive and leading textbook has been revised and reworked building on the
themes of the first edition. As before it covers all aspects of the nature of mind, and is ideal for
anyone coming to philosophy of mind for the first time.
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